
Neon Gods: A Scorchingly Hot Modern Retelling of Hades and Persephone (Dark Olympus Book 1)

Author: Katee Robert

He was supposed to be a myth.

But from the moment I crossed the River Styx and fell under his dark spell...he was, quite simply, mine.

*A scorchingly hot modern retelling of Hades and Persephone that's as sinful as it is sweet.*

Society darling Persephone Dimitriou plans to flee the ultra-modern city of Olympus and start over far from the backstabbing politics of the Thirteen Houses. But

all that's ripped away when her mother ambushes her with an engagement to Zeus, the dangerous power behind their glittering city's dark facade.

With no options left, Persephone flees to the forbidden undercity and makes a devil's bargain with a man she once believed a myth...a man who awakens her to a

world she never knew existed.

Hades has spent his life in the shadows, and he has no intention of stepping into the light. But when he finds that Persephone can offer a little slice of the revenge

he's spent years craving, it's all the excuse he needs to help her—for a price. Yet every breathless night spent tangled together has given Hades a taste for

Persephone, and he'll go to war with Olympus itself to keep her close...

"Deliciously inventive...Red-hot."—Publishers Weekly STARRED

"I get shivers just thinking of their interactions. SHIVERS."—Mimi Koehler for The Nerd Dailey

STROKE (Heavy On The D Book 3)

Author: Stephanie Nicole Norris

Three friends experiencing life’s uncertain changes decide they need relaxation beyond the usual girls’ night out. A friend tells them about, The Den, an upscale

male strip club. They find out the club is a shell of what really lies beneath—and soon, the ladies are venturing into their mind and body’s wildest desires.

This is Brandy Collier's story.

365 Days

Author: Blanka Lipinska

Now a hit Netflix film!

The sexy and deeply romantic internationally bestselling novel that inspired the blockbuster movie.

Laura Biel and her boyfriend are on a dream vacation in beautiful Sicily. On the second day of their trip, her twenty-ninth birthday, she is kidnapped. Her

kidnapper is none other than the head of a powerful Sicilian crime family, the incredibly handsome, young Don Massimo Torricelli, who is determined to possess

her at all costs. Massimo has his reasons. During an earlier attempt on his life, a vision appeared before his eyes: a beautiful woman, identical to Laura. After

surviving the attack, he vows that he will find the woman in his vision and make her his own. No matter what.

For 365 days, Massimo will keep Laura captive in his palatial estate and attempt to win her heart. If she doesn’t fall in love with him during this time, he will let her

go. But if she tries to escape at any point, he will track her down and kill her entire family.

Soon Laura develops a fascination with her handsome and powerful captor. But as a precarious, risky relationship forms between them, forces outside their

control threaten to tear them apart...

Savage Ride: A BBW MC Romance (Men of Valor MC)

Author: Cameron Hart

The thick, curvy redhead with bright blue eyes is going to be trouble, I can already tell. 

 

She’s too sweet, too pure, and a reporter to boot. Paige is angling for a story about the dirty cops here in Valor, Wyoming, but she has no idea how far down that 

rabbit hole goes. My brothers at Men of Valor MC and I have dedicated our lives to protecting our town and rooting out corruption in the police department and 

beyond. 

 

When I see Ms. Paige Perkins putting herself in danger by trying to hide at one of our stakeouts, I snap. It’s time the curvy little goddess learns exactly where she 

belongs--beneath me, on top of me, beside me for the rest of our lives. 

 

This month 24 of your favorite short and steamy authors have come together to bring you a new motorcycle romance each day! The Men of Valor are more than



ex-military bikers – they know what it means to go the distance for love. 

Hop on the back of a bike and hold on tight to your new book boyfriend – it’s gonna be one hell of a ride! 

 

March 1- Shotgun’s (B)Ride by Frankie Love 

March 2-Curvy Ride by Hope Ford 

March 3- Savage Ride by Cameron Hart 

March 4- Knight Ride by Kat Baxter 

March 5- Wild Ride by Shaw Hart 

March 8- Rough Ride by Mila Crawford and Aria Cole 

March 9- First Ride by Loni Ree 

March 10- Filthy Ride by Lily Nicole 

March 11- Hard Ride by Tory Baker 

March 12- Thick Ride by Elisa Leigh 

March 15- Let’s Ride by Hope Stone 

March 16-Sweet Ride by Megan Wade 

March 17- Lucky Ride by CM Steele 

March 18- Slow Ride by Mayra Statham 

March 19-Wicked Ride by Lana love 

March 22-Flora Ferrari 

March 23-Ride or Die by Poppy Parkes 

March 24- Virgin Ride by Barbra Campbell 

March 25- Free Ride by Anita Knight 

March 26-Bare Ride by Lena Lucas 

March 29- Ride Me by Fern Fraser 

March 30- Bad Ride by Dani Wyatt 

March 31-Easy Ride by Nichole Rose

Wicked Villain Shorts (Wicked Villains Book 7)

Author: Katee Robert

Return to the world of Carver City a series of check-ins with your favorite characters as they navigate their hard-earned happily-ever-afters and enjoy their lives

together.

Join Jasmine for her first winter solstice with Jafar. Attend the public scene that announces Hades and Meg’s relationship with Hercules. Play Seven Minutes in

Heaven with Isabelle, her men…and Aurora.

This book contains sixteen check-ins with various characters, previously available only to either newsletter subscribers or Patreon subscribers.

Ashes of Chaos (Legacy of the Nine Realms Book 2)

Author: Amelia Hutchins

Creating a new House of Magic is hard work. Aria knew she had a tall task ahead of her, cleaning up the mess her family had made in the Nine Realms, but

nothing could have prepared her for the horrors that awaited within the Nine Realms.

Dark magic has taken hold of the lands as Aria finds herself in the middle of an ongoing war while playing cat and mouse with Knox, who hunts her relentlessly.

To make matters worse, Aria's creature has grown impatient and is doing everything she can to get back to the monster within Knox, even knowing that Aria's

heart is on the line.

How far will Aria go to protect those she loves from Knox's wrath? How long can she evade the man stalking her every waking hour as her body and mind fight

against the growing need for him to claim her? Can she break the curse that has plagued the Hecate bloodline for over 500 years while protecting her heart?

Maybe the answers lie with the mysterious silver-haired men that have come to Aria's aid, or perhaps they are just like everyone else wanting to kill or claim her,

realizing she is the key to winning the war. Aria intends to bring the Nine Realms and the male stalking her to their knees in this fast-paced, action-packed, and

sexy epic fantasy adventure.

Action packed epic fantasy that will leave you breathless, and cheering on the underdog.

Var (The Omega Collective Book 1)



Author: Mina Carter

She’d do anything to find her daughter - even make a bargain with a beast.

Leia wants nothing to do with the aliens who invaded Earth. They’re powerful, dangerous creatures who are a threat to every surviving human, especially women

like her.

When alien raiders take her daughter, she’s left with only one chance to see her again. Find one of the aliens and offer him a deal.

She never expected the beast she found would be the new Overseer’s personal bodyguard. And she never imagined what would happen when she agreed to be

claimed by an alien warrior named Var...

He came to this planet as a conqueror - only to find a female who brought him to his knees.

Var’s orders were simple. Deal with a rogue warrior and protect the inhabitants of a human village. Then she ran into view...

Leia isn’t like any female he’s ever seen. She defies and confounds him, but there’s no mistaking what she is… his.

This series contains hot, growly aliens on a mission to find their mates - and a group of women determined to free their planet... and themselves.

Dirty Daddies PRIDE

Author: Nora Phoenix

Dirty Daddies presents PRIDE

Love is Love and romance comes in all shapes, sizes, and pairings. So do Daddies.

Eleven authors. Eleven brand new stories. Eleven Dominants that prove being a Daddy is about more than just your gender identity or who you desire. They have

the attitude, the need to protect and provide, and a certain someone they can't wait to make their own.

With stories from some of the top authors in the genre and pairings of MM, FF and MMF, Dirty Daddies Pride is sure to put a smile on your face, a spring in your

step, and rainbow-colored-stars in your eyes!

The Daddies are waiting. Get your copy today!

Anthology includes the following stories:

Dirty Hand (MM) by Nora Phoenix

Sculptures and Snuggles (MM) by Della Cain

Butcher’s Babygirl (trans FF) by Siobhan Smile

Van: Dr. Richards' Littles® #32 (MMF) by Pepper North

Dirty Deed (MM) by Gianni Holmes

Daddy, At Your Service (FF) by Eden Bradley

A Leap of Faith (MM) by M.A. Innes

Daddy’s Rent Boy (MM) by Chara Croft

Slippery When Wet (MM) by Morticia Knight

Daddy Abroad (MM) by P.D. Carter

Secrets and Princess Dresses (MMF) by Jamie Merrick

One Wild Weekend With Ryder: A Steamy Suspense Romance



Author: Lexi Hart

He’s the only gift she wants to unwrap this Christmas…

If you believe the hype, Christmas is supposed to be a time to spend with loved ones.

And up until a few days ago, I was blissfully happy, in full holiday mode and planning to visit my family in Iowa with my lovely new boyfriend, Adam.

But rather than the engagement ring I expected and the happy introduction to my family, Adam dumps me.

Via email.

I did not handle it well.

Seven-ish Margaritas and half a box of tissues later, and I’ve somehow accidentally agreed to spend Christmas in Alaska.

To make matters worse, when I touch down in Anchorage, it’s not my sweet old college roommate, Cindy waiting for me with more tissues, but her smoking hot

brother, Ryder.

I’m supposed to be writing a review of Cindy's retreat for the travel magazine I work for, and getting over Adam, not fantasizing about smooching a broody ex

MMA fighter under the mistletoe.

As if the three-hour drive back to the retreat with him wasn’t awkward enough, knowing Cindy’s broken her ankle and can’t show me around makes it even worse.

My reluctant tour guide has made it clear I’m an inconvenience, so wandering off to take photos of The Northern Lights and falling through the ice, only makes

him resent my intrusion more.

But after we’re forced to spend a night snuggled together in his cabin to stave off hypothermia, and he lets slip why he hates Christmas, I’m pretty sure there’s

warmth under his icy exterior.

If I can get just get him to let his guard down long enough to tell me why he lives like a cross between a prepper and a hermit in the wilderness, there’s a chance I

might still be here come New Years…

*

*

If you love fast burn Alpha Male Protectors, Opposites Attract, Accidental Romance and Steamy Action Adventure stories with a HEA...The One Wild Weekend

Series was written for you!

If you're looking for the next Christian Grey you WILL NOT find him here. You WILL find hot men who know how to protect and please, smart women, and

unpredictable plot twists in a standalone.

Warning: R-18 for language, content and scenes that WILL keep you up nights and MAY cause you to spontaneously combust...

The Architect (Nashville Neighborhood Book 3)

Author: Nikki Sloane

On the surface, my new boyfriend is a stiff, buttoned-up architect. He plans every detail of his life while carefully maintaining the walls he’s built around his heart.

But when the biggest project of his career pulls him away, Clay’s solution is both temporary and unconventional. It even comes with a name—Travis.

This handsome stranger is sweet and thoughtful. He’s only meant to be a stand-in, to fulfill my needs under Clay’s watchful direction, yet these two men couldn’t

be more different. The one thing they share? Well, I guess that would be me.

One gets off on my pain, the other on my pleasure, and it awakens a desire none of us knew existed. But it can’t last.

Eventually I’ll have to choose.

And it’s going to destroy us all.

Blood Crown: Freedom's Harem, Book 1

Author: Elizabeth Brown

In a world where men rule and slavery is the common practice, being the only queen and abolishing slavery puts a large target on your back. Ashera is a queen in 

a world of kings. She took her crown and has paid for it in blood. Not everyone is willing to let her rule in peace, however, especially not the neighboring kingdoms



for whom human slavery is still very much in practice. Ashera continues to bleed for her crown while showing each kingdom that men aren’t the only ones who

can rule. But when a resistance against Ashera’s rule grows, she’s forced to realize that she can’t create widespread change on her own. She’ll need to win the

hearts of the men who rule alongside her if she’s to crush the resistance and free all of humanity. Seducing them is easy, she’s a succubus with lithe curves and a

wicked tongue. It’s getting them to change their minds that is the challenge. Especially when she’s faced with an unruly and violent Vampire Prince, an over the

top dramatic Fae Prince, an Angelic king, and a Demonic assassin. They’re all alpha males in their own right, each one thinking they know what’s best for their

queen. Unfortunately for them, she has no intention of listening. 

 

 

*****This is a FAST BURN Reverse Harem******

Gifting Me To His Best Friend (A Touch of Taboo)

Author: Katee Robert

This Christmas, my husband is going with an unconventional gift for his best friend.

Me.

It’s only supposed to be for one night… But one night becomes two, becomes our entire vacation. There are no rules except the ones we make, and sharing me

brings both Derek and Grayson closer than any of us could have imagined.

This year, what happens in our bedroom will put all three of us on Santa’s Naughty List.

*Sword-cross guarantee*

A Lady of Rooksgrave Manor (Tempting Monsters Book 1)

Author: Kathryn Moon

On the brink of losing her position as a maid and with no prospects to go on, the offer of a place at Rooksgrave Manor—a house of ill and unusual

repute—sounds like a perfect fit for a young woman with Esther’s inclinations. Even better, the invitation comes by the hand of the handsome Dr. Underwood, a

delicate gentleman with a ferocious alter ego who knows exactly what he wants from Esther.

Upon arrival, the men and the daily decadence of the manor feel too good to be true for a girl of Esther’s station. There are rules to be followed, expectations to

meet, and Esther is afraid she might be too wicked even for a place like Rooksgrave.

Temptations lurk around every shadowy corner and Esther has never been a girl able to resist. But the risk of disappointing her new gentlemen isn’t all that’s

threatening Esther’s new position. Rooksgrave Manor’s protections for its unusual patrons are failing, the wards are crumbling, and Esther’s new and exquisitely

pleasurable life may all come tumbling down.

Her Soul to Take (Souls Trilogy)

Author: Harley Laroux

Leon 

I earned my reputation among magicians for a reason: one wrong move and you're dead. Killer, they called me, and killing is what I'm best at. 

Except her. 

The one I was supposed to take, the one I should have killed - I didn't. 

The cult that once controlled me wants her, and I'm not about to lose my new toy to them. 

 

 

Rae 

I've always believed in the supernatural. Hunting for ghosts is my passion, but summoning a demon was never part of the plan. Monsters are roaming the woods, 

and something ancient - something evil - is waking up and calling my name. 

I don't know who I can trust, or how deep this darkness goes. 

All I know is my one shot at survival is the demon stalking me, and he doesn't just want my body - he wants my soul. 

 

 

Her Soul to Take is book 1 in the Souls Trilogy. Although all the books are interconnected, they are stand-alone and can be read in any order. 

 

 

Content Warning 



 

This book contains graphic sexual scenes, violence, kink/fetish content, horror elements, drug use, and depictions of hard kink/edgeplay. This book is strictly

fictional and is not meant to represent realistic expectations of BDSM or kink. 

 

 

Kinks/Fetishes Within: consensual non-consent (CNC), breathe play/choking, bloodplay, spit, needle play (body modification fetish), pain play, fear play, public

play, bondage, restraint, spanking/impact play. 

 

Scars (The Triad Series Book 1)

Author: Dana Isaly

My family hired someone to kill me.

One day I was the sole inheritor of my family’s fortune.

The next I was diving out my bedroom window, leaving everything behind.

I’ve been hiding for years, successfully outrunning my demons.

I was getting by, making a life of my own.

Until the Triad came for me.

Dangerous. Wealthy. Corrupt.

The Triad run this city.

And they think I’m the key to getting my family out of their way.

The plan is to exchange me for a truce.

But if I go back, I’m as good as dead.

Convincing them to keep me is my only chance of survival.

They have no clue just how valuable I can be.

I am so much more than they bargained for.

The Pool Boy (Nashville Neighborhood Book 2)

Author: Nikki Sloane

Nothing says happy birthday like catching your husband in a compromising position with his boss.

His male boss.

Why, hello, midlife crisis. I’m starting over, but this time I’m doing it right. Or at least I’m doing what I want.

Taking the day off from work to hang out poolside? Yup. Do I leave the swimsuit in my house? Sure.

Does my very hot, twenty-something pool boy happen to catch me naked? Oh, yeah, he does. And he likes what he sees… a lot.

My best friend keeps telling me to have a fling and get back out there. But I’m not so sure she meant for me to do it with her son.

My Dad's Best Friend (A Touch of Taboo)

Author: Katee Robert

 

He’s the one man I’m not supposed to want… My dad’s best friend. 

 

After he rejected me six years ago, I’ve steered clear of Jonas. Until now. I need his help, and I won’t take no for an answer. The plan is to show up at his house 

and plead my case, but a rainstorm derails everything, trapping us together for the weekend. 

 

When he catches me in a compromising position, things quickly spiral out of control. We promise each other the weekend to purge the desire that’s been 

simmering for six long years. No fantasy is too dark, too filthy, too forbidden, to play out. 

 

The only rule is that this thing between us ends when the storm does. 

 

Surely it’s the one rule I can keep from breaking? 



 

In My Dad’s Best Friend, You’ll Find: 

- Grumpy One + Sunshine One 

- Daddy Stuff 

- Age Gap Romance 

- Kinky roleplay 

- Only One Bed!

Liberado («Cincuenta sombras» contada por Christian Grey 3) (Spanish Edition)

Author: E.L. James

Revive la sensualidad, el romance y el drama de Cincuenta sombras liberadas a través de los pensamientos y sueños de Christian Grey.

Es un placer invitarte a la boda de la década en la que Christian Grey tomará a Anastasia Steele por esposa. Pero, ¿está realmente hecho para el matrimonio?

Su padre lo duda, su hermano quiere organizarle una inolvidable despedida de soltero y su novia no piensa prometerle obediencia…

Además, el matrimonio trae consigo nuevos desafíos. Aunque su pasión continúa más viva y ardiente que nunca, el espíritu rebelde de Ana sigue despertando

los miedos más profundos de Christian y pone a prueba su obsesión por el control. Cuando, además, antiguas rivalidades y resentimientos resurgen poniéndolos

a ambos en peligro, un malentendido amenaza con separarlos.

¿Será Christian capaz de superar las pesadillas de su infancia y los tormentos de su juventud? Y cuando descubra laverdad de sus orígenes, ¿sabrá perdonar?

¿Y podrá entonces aceptar el amor incondicional de Ana?

¿LOGRARÁ CHRISTIAN POR FIN SENTIRSE LIBERADO?

Hard Case 16: Live by the Feud

Author: Bernard Lee DeLeo

John Harding and Nick McCarty with their respective crews, the Monsters and Unholies, wage a continuing war against the New World Order media, politicos,

Antifa/BLM mafia, and hired assassins. It's just business... and business is good.

Seducing My Guardian (A Touch of Taboo)

Author: Katee Robert

On the night my parents die, I meet a sexy stranger who tells me he’s my new guardian. Before I can as much as blink, he ships me off to boarding school and

then ignores me for three years…until he shows up on my nineteenth birthday to save me from myself.

For six years, that’s his routine. Show up on my birthday. Save me. Tempt me. And then send me on my way when the chemistry between us sizzles too hot.

That all ends tonight. I’m twenty-five and at midnight I get control of my trust fund. After this, I never have to see Devan again and he’ll no longer drive me crazy

with his devastating dominance.

This year, all I want for my birthday is twenty-four hours with my guardian. After nine years of taboo desires and built-up lust, I have a lot of unfulfilled fantasies to

act out. 

Mountain Man's Harem: Part Seven - (A Western Harem Fantasy)

Author: Nick Storming

A Western Harem Fantasy

Part 7 of 7 - The Thrilling Conclusion!

The west is a dangerous place, even more so for a man who's discovered gold on his lands. John's father made such a discovery but got himself killed. The day

John discovers his father's corpse the Mail-Order-Bride the man sent away for arrives. Along with her daughter and best friend.

In the conclusion of our story John and his new brides must make their way back up into the mountains. But with a battle brewing between invading forces and

those who wish to forge a new destiny from the wild west. Will John and his women avoid the battle, or get sucked into the drama? Find out!

Warning: this story contains violence, harem elements, historical inaccuracies, FM, FFM, FFFM and more.



Adults Steamy-Sex Books Explicit Women Erotic Short Stories: Taboo Reverse Harem Daddy Fantasy

Rough Dom Men Forced Gay (Threesome Mfm Mmf Naughty Group Menage Mm Lesbian Romance Book 1)

Author: Sandra Gibson

1 MASSIVELY THICK MEGA-MASTER-BUNDLE

10 Authors spent weeks compiling their hottest stories from a total of 523 titles.

100 Handpicked stories were chosen.

OVER 2,000 pages of pure bliss.

Endless night of wet sticky fun.

A super-steamy collection, guaranteed to keep you satisfied, night after night.

HEAT LEVEL INSIDE – 4.5 Red Scorching Flames.

P.S. We may take this one down soon.

CONTAINS:

Rough Older Men

Dominant Daddies

Swingers

Menages with MM

Cuckold

Forced submission

Young Innocent Brats

And so much more...

This Pudge Won't Budge: A Bite-sized BBW Romance (The Chub Club Book 3)

Author: Penn Rivers

This pudge won’t budge.

Trust me, I’ve tried. Curvy, quiet Shay Parson won’t give me the time of day, even though I’ve been working with her for weeks. I’ve never met a babe who can

resist my charms, but that’s not why I want her so bad.

There’s something about this dark-haired beauty that makes me want to push her. Test her. Bring her out of her comfort zone, and into my bed where I can show

her the only pounds that matter are the ones I give her with my hips. She doesn’t know it, but…

I wanna nudge that pudge.

When I get a peek into her big heart, I realize Shay could be the one I’ve been waiting for. The one I want to spend forever with. Now, I just need to make her see

me for who I really am. Not the flirty, care-for-nothing, meathead she thinks me to be.

But I got a plan. It will take a little pizza, lots of listening, and a match-making grandma to help me convince my curvy cutie that I’m her happily-ever-after.

*** This is a short sticky-sweet escape read, full of insta-love and swoonworthy heat. Happily ever after GUARANTEED! Welcome to The Chub Club!

Ruthless Surrender: An Enemies to Lovers Romance (The Surrender Series Book 1)

Author: Zoe Blake

I know her darkest secret and am just ruthless enough to use it against her.

Whether she likes it or not, I’m the only one who can help her, but I do nothing for free.

My price is her complete surrender.

She can hate me all she wants, as long as she pays with her body.

And if she tries to run?

That will just cost her more.

Dark, sexy and hot! Three words to sum up this book. If you love alpha men definitely a must read. - Sweet & Spicy Reads

Previously published as Fight Me.

Vampire Guardian: Vampire Queen Series: Club Atlantis



Author: Joey W. Hill

Fae and vampires never fall in love. Except when they do.

Adan has come to Club Atlantis to do a job. The BDSM club is to become part of the portal network for magic users. A born vampire with the blood of a Cherokee

shaman and an Irish Seer, Adan is apprenticed to a Light Guardian helping him hone his skills to become a full sorcerer. Perhaps even a Guardian himself one

day.

But Club Atlantis is a haven for a Fae female, an unwelcome distraction. His hatred for her kind means even her scent can set off his bloodlust.

Catriona is a Fae unsettled in her own world, and physiologically unable to be in the human one without extraordinary protections in place. She can’t put down

roots anywhere. For a tree nymph, that’s a serious problem. One that calls for a solution that will appall the Fae world.

History says a vampire and a Fae who fall in love are destined for tragedy. But love has a way of refusing to be ignored. No matter the consequences…

More Than Words

Author: Ashantay Keys

The open road. A simple bet and an alluring voice.

Sometimes it isn't always what you say...but what it sounds like when you say it.

His to Keep: A Club Wyld Doms Novel

Author: Violet James

LUKE

I had no intention of being at the club tonight. The only thing I want after a six month long business trip is to spend about a week in my own bed. But all that

changes when I lay eyes on the new girl at Wyld. The curvy redhead is standing on stage, a prize ready to be awarded to one lucky man, and just like that, I know

I’d move heaven and earth for a chance to win her.

REBECCA

Becoming a submissive isn’t at all like I thought it would be. The exciting, naughty fun I imagined only seems to exist in romance novels. Instead of a Dom who

satisfies my every need, I find myself tied to a man who prefers to dole out a whole lot of pain with little of the pleasure I crave. When he takes things a step too

far, entering me in Club Wyld’s infamous submissive lottery without my permission, I can’t help but think this life might not be for me after all.

Until I see which man is holding the winning ticket.

Step behind the steel door and meet the men of Club Wyld—demanding, dominant, and oh-so-delicious!

Sorrowland: A Novel

Author: Rivers Solomon

A triumphant, genre-bending breakout novel from one of the boldest new voices in contemporary fiction

Vern—seven months pregnant and desperate to escape the strict religious compound where she was raised—flees for the shelter of the woods. There, she gives

birth to twins, and plans to raise them far from the influence of the outside world.

But even in the forest, Vern is a hunted woman. Forced to fight back against the community that refuses to let her go, she unleashes incredible brutality far

beyond what a person should be capable of, her body wracked by inexplicable and uncanny changes.

To understand her metamorphosis and to protect her small family, Vern has to face the past, and more troublingly, the future—outside the woods. Finding the

truth will mean uncovering the secrets of the compound she fled but also the violent history in America that produced it.

Rivers Solomon’s Sorrowland is a genre-bending work of Gothic fiction. Here, monsters aren’t just individuals, but entire nations. It is a searing, seminal book that

marks the arrival of a bold, unignorable voice in American fiction.

Conquering His Virgin (Club Lush Book 12)

Author: Jamie Knight



I can do whatever I want with her.

And I want to make her mine.

I'm a busy billionaire.

So, commitment's not my style.

One night is enough to satisfy my needs.

At least until I meet Lorelai.

She's as innocent as they come.

Having kept herself away from boys,

and promising to wait until marriage.

But when her family home is threatened, 

she puts her virginity up for sale online.

She needs money and excitement.

And I need a new conquest.

It's the perfect mutual one-night arrangement.

Now, her untouched body is my playground.

I've got some new rope I've been saving.

And this is the special occasion I'll use it for.

Each knot decorates her curves like bows on a gift.

But I'm the one planning to give her everything.

From her first kiss to a night full of pleasure.

It's all fun and games for her once she's bound.

But then I realize I can't let her go.

Now what I want is to bind her to me forever.

Can I conquer her in every way possible?

Conquering His Virgin is part of the Club Lush series of steamy romance novellas, which can be read and understood on their own but are best enjoyed all

together.

Jamie Knight promises to always bring you a happily ever after filled with plenty of heat. And never any cheating or cliffhangers!

Bad Bear Bull Rider (Bad Boy Bear Shifters Book 4)

Author: Liv Brywood

He likes a long, hard ride...

Professional bull rider Eva Drake lives a wild lifestyle. She’s surrounded by hot cowboys who would love to spend a sultry summer night rolling around in the hay

with her. But her heart’s already been stolen by one man: Xavier Holt. He’s insanely hot—and totally wrong for her. He’s reckless, wild, and definitely off limits…

until one night changes everything between them.

This is the fourth book in the paranormal romance series – Bad Boy Bear Shifters. This is a stand-alone book with no cliffhangers. No cheating and a HEA.

Not Guilty

Author: Brit Ryder

Glass ceilings, red tape, rules…Some things are meant to be broken. No one expects their heart will.

Claire Weaver’s only goal is to climb the ladder of success. After winning an unwinnable toxic tort case and securing a ninety-million-dollar verdict, she’s a shoo-in

for a judgeship at Kansas City’s circuit court.

The last person fire investigator Emery Pearson expects to see in court is the stranger she had the pleasure of dominating last night—only this time, Judge Claire

Weaver is definitely in charge. To say she’s excited is an understatement. Claire is everything she needs—sexy, available, and not looking for a relationship.

Their day jobs clash, even as their desire burns, and a discreet sex-only arrangement is the only option. But when pushing their sexual limits threatens the

boundary of their hearts, will they be guilty of breaking their own rules, or allow love to tip the scales?

The Idylls of March: A BDSM, Ménage Erotic Romance and Thriller (The Lover's Children Book 2)

Author: Simone Leigh

They All Have What They Want



James has Georgie and Cara. Richard has Adam.

Klempner has Charlotte and Vicky

It’s Michael’s turn…

At home, Klempner struggles with his new life and identity.

Georgie struggles with her self-image.

And in the City, Death stalks…

A BDSM, Ménage Erotic Romance and Thriller

5 Stars: "It’s finally arrived! Simone's new book. It was well worth waiting for fantastic read. Just can’t get enough of Charlotte, James and Michael and the rest

of the gang. It really is a must read." SH Aus

5 Stars: "Simone Leigh has again written a page-turner! For those of us who have missed our Charlotte fix, this is a great next book in the series." JJ

AvidReader

Sacred Erotica

Author: Don Angelo

For those who crave more...

Don Angelo presents you with over 80 passionate poetic transmissions that'll awaken your body, mind, and soul to the orgasmically epic spiritual power of sacred

intimacy.

As an ambassador of the Divine Masculine Spirit, Don Angelo's poems channel the love, passion, and sacred intimacy between the primordial masculine and

feminine energies of creation in sacred union.

As you read these pleasurably invigorating and soulfully intoxicating erotic poems, you'll naturally intuit and download the magical codes of sexual potency and

thriving intimacy.

Each poem will leave you feeling drunk in ecstasy and thirsty for more of this phenomenal passion...

Defying the Alpha (Submission Book 2)

Author: Emilia Rose

Are two alphas too many to handle?

Defiant wolf-shifter Isabella loves toying with her mate Roman. But between Isabella leading the Lycans, Roman strengthening their pack, and a darkness slowly

overtaking wolves' minds, they have rarely found time for themselves.

And one of the worst problem of them all is that Alpha Kylo Marks--the most powerful alpha in the nation--wants Isabella's and Roman's heads.

When the Moon Goddess brings Kylo and Isabella together to help stop the darkness from overtaking the werewolf species, Kylo finds himself treading on

uncharted territory.

Can Roman and Isabella's relationship withstand the bloodthirsty alpha? How will Isabella juggle the two enemies who are vying for her?

Find out when you download Defying the Alpha, a steamy paranormal romance that fans of Suzanne Wright and K.F. Breene will devour!

One Click to start reading today!  

Disclaimer: This book is considered a menage romance which includes one female with two alpha mates.

The Cul-De-Sac

Author: B.J. Irons

Lucas and Bennett Gaines are the newest home owners on Calumny Court. Being a gay couple in their mid-thirties, the two must navigate through the traditional 

lifestyle of those that live on the cul-de-sac. At every turn, they run into what seems to be a never-ending set of problems with the judgmental and catty neighbors. 

 

Their biggest obstacle comes from Skyler Steller and Zachary Cauderling, gay, entitled, college boys that have lived in the neighborhood for years with their 

family. Little do the Gaines know that these two scheming college boys have their own hidden agenda that could put their relationship in peril. 

 

Will Lucas and Bennett be able to adapt to the standards and expectations that come with living on the cul-de-sac? 



The Worrier: Lucas Gaines 

will go out of his way to fit in with the new neighbors. 

 

The Easy-Goer: Bennett Gaines 

is oblivious to the judgment and pretension that exists on the cul-de-sac. 

 

The Narcissist: Zachary Cauderling 

never takes accountability or responsibility for his actions. 

 

The Conspirator: Skyler Steller 

always plays mind games with anyone and everyone. 

 

 

As if being gay didn’t come with its own set of problems and prejudices already. Try being gay and moving to the cul-de-sac, where there are judges and juries all

around you. 

 

Warning: contains sexual situations, hotties dancing shirtless in the club, sexual sabotage, shenanigans in an SUV and proof that being gay in a cul-de-sac can

be a sticky situation. 

 

Follow BJ Irons on Instagram: @BJIrons 

Thirsty (Black Wolf Pack Book 1)

Author: Jenika Snow

We were a close-knit community of wolf shifters, and finding your fated mate was a rare gift. So when it happened to me, I knew I’d fight to the death to claim her

as mine.

But she was the Alpha’s daughter.

Off-limits to everyone, especially me, the Beta of the pack. The Alpha’s second-in-command.

Mia was the one female who had been born to be mine and mine alone. There would never be another for me. There never had been anyone for me. And when I

finally gave myself over to a woman, when I kissed a female for the first time, touched her, I’d give that honor to my mate only.

And the way Mia looked at me, the innocence that poured off of her but mingled with her bone-deep desire told me my mate was ready to take things to the next

level. She was ready to let me claim her… mark her.

But there was one massive obstacle stopping me from making my dreams a reality, from making my fated mate mine. And that was her father finding out and

trying to stop me.

He had his own heartache in the past, and because of that, he held Mia very close, was very protective of her. He wouldn’t give her up without a fight.

And when the truth was finally revealed, there was only male who had the strength and power to challenge the Alpha… and that was me.

Wild For Daddy (Please Me, Daddy Book 23)

Author: B.L. Brooks

ELENA

Finding myself stuck in a police station on a Saturday night is not one of my proudest moments. The palm of my hand meeting the face of a striking billionaire is

again, not one of my proudest moments.

But when the billionaire I’ve foolishly slapped becomes more to me than just some arrogant jerk, I find his domineering ways comforting, causing me to crave his

direction.

When he vows to teach me a lesson, I’m finding my thoughts taking me down a path, causing me to grow more and more wild… for daddy.

Todo lo que somos tú y tú y yo (Spanish Edition)

Author: Marta Cillán



Gala y Olivia llevan ocho años juntas y su vida transcurre por los apacibles senderos de una relación de pareja plena y feliz. Ambas trabajan en la empresa

creada por ellas, se quieren, se desean, se complementan a la perfección y sostienen que cada una es todo lo que la otra necesita… Y, sin embargo, y de la

manera más inesperada, cuando Stella irrumpe en sus vidas, esos cimientos que creían tan sólidos comienzan a tambalearse llevándolas a replantearse todas

las normas establecidas entre ambas, hasta el punto de que ya nada volverá a ser igual entre ellas.A través de una arquitectura narrativa original, audaz y

sorprendente, que nos permitirá sumergirnos en los secretos, deseos y dilemas de cada una de las protagonistas, Todo lo que somos tú y tú y yo aborda, con

una prosa directa, sincera y actual, el reto, la excitación e inseguridades que, como una montaña rusa de novedades y dudas, embargan a quienes se embarcan

en un modelo de relación fuera de lo convencional.Devermut, en su debut literario, nos sorprende con una historia de amor amena, lúcida, sensual y

apasionante, pero también con una aguda reflexión sobre el sexo, la monogamia o los celos que, por su intensidad, por su verdad, no podremos dejar hasta

haber llegado a su punto y final.

Balance (Off Balance Book 1)

Author: Lucia Franco

Adrianna Rossi is no stranger to the rigorous demands required of her body. Years of pain and determination make her one of the best. Olympic glory is the

ultimate goal, and she'll do anything to achieve it. Even if that means leaving home to attend World Cup Academy of Gymnastics, a training center that serves

one purpose—producing champions.

Perfection, precision, and dedication are required of his athletes. When two time Olympian Konstantin Kournakova is persuaded into training the young hopeful,

he immediately regrets it. She doesn't come close to his high standards. As the relentless pursuit of her dream keeps her striving, a passion is ignited within him.

Kova's power and domination, coupled with Adrianna's fierce tenacity, reveal there is more for her body to learn. Every interaction can be misconstrued, but

there’s no mistaking the darkening of his gaze, the lingering of his touch, or the illicit image of his bare skin pressed against hers. Integrity is on the line. One toe

off the beam and their forbidden desires could ruin everything they’ve worked for, throwing it all off balance.

Tormented Tycoon

Author: Bry Ann

He had everything.

She had nothing.

Then she winds up passed out on his office floor...

Two souls with broken hearts and hungry minds meet and are forever changed.

The question is will their demons pull them apart or push them together?

An age gap, millionaire romance with lots of steam, drama and passion.

Nell Gets Nasty: A Hotwife Fantasy

Author: Jason Lenov

After their first adventure with the formidable Cyril, Teddy and Nell delve deeper into their shared fantasy. Cyril and Evie are more than happy to oblige. Yet as

they chase their shared arousal down the rabbit hole Teddy starts to wonder if they can ever find their way out?

This book is a sequel to Nell Gets Naughty. It can be read as a standalone but might bring greater satisfaction if read in sequence.

Her Hero (Brothers In Arms Book 1)

Author: Silke Campion

Her spark will light this hero’s heart.

Xander Cole’s usually steady discipline is fraying at the edges without a focal point — someone who needs the kind of care the former Army Ranger longs to give.

When he spots the sweet barista on his caffeine run, he knows she’s exactly the spark he needs to regain control.

Life is tough for an extrovert with social anxiety and attention issues. Miri’s doing the best she can to hold herself together, but when she gets overwhelmed, the

tattooed blond hottie proves to be a strong shelter. This warrior with a wounded heart teaches her that she doesn’t have to do it all herself, and there’s strength in

a yielding heart.

Room 918: Saving Love One Orgasm At A Time



Author: Steven Smith

What does “I Do” mean to you? To Marcellous it means, sacrifice, commitment, dedication, unconditional love, and lust! Janet and Marcellous are a newlywed

couple preparing for their one-year anniversary. Being a great husband is a choice that you have to make repeatedly and for one week it’s the hardest choice that

Marcellous ever had to make!

Golden Thunder: an Action Series Book (Action! 69)

Author: G. A. Hauser

In episode 69 of the Action! Series we return to the men from LA to find trouble.

Alexander Mark Richfield, Hollywood superstar, attends an award ceremony with his former LAPD lieutenant Billy Sharpe. What should be a happy occasion for

the couple, turns into a disaster, as both men’s secret affairs come to light.

After a weekend with family and friends, Mark Antonious Richfield, the Nation’s Top Male Model, buys a horse for his eldest son, Alexander. A golden palomino,

Golden Thunder, joins the other four horses at the stable in Paradise, California.

Sadly, Alex’s bravado and a fiery fight with the lieutenant, leads to a nearly perilous incident.

Meanwhile, Steven Jay Miller, interviews a handsome new buyer for his and Mark’s garment manufacturing firm, one he is ‘smitten’ with. While Steve’s mind is on

his work, Steve’s new boyfriend, Pilot Toby Smith, begs the former cop, turned CEO to go camping with him.

Camping?

Not Steve’s cup of tea.

Come back to the lunacy of the men from LA as they rejoice their victories, and endure their pitfalls.

All of the Action! Series books can be read as stand-alone novels. So just dive right in! Or watch Capital Games the movie, the pilot episode, now on demand.

Under The Greek's Protection (The Greek Mafia Series Book 2)

Author: Sonja B.

Crazy Loves Crazy

Slowly sitting up, Hailey looks down at Alistair’s handsome face. He seems so normal in his sleep. Just looking at him in this state, no one would ever guess an

insane teddy bear hid behind those eyelids. Reaching for the pillow to the side of her, Hailey takes it in her hands, then presses it upon his face, using all of her

weight. It takes a few seconds, but Alistair begins to stir, kicking the covers off of himself. Try as she might, Hailey’s not strong enough to hold it on him. Alistair

snatches the pillow from her hands, then throws it to the foot of the bed.

“Woman what the hell is wrong with you,” he barks, breathing heavily. “Were you seriously trying to kill me?” Alistair glares at Hailey, rubbing his nose.

“Kill you, no. Make you suffer because I can’t sleep, then yes,” Hailey states, irritated.

Alistair squints his eyes at her. “So, because I can sleep and you can’t, you try to smother me? And they say I’m the crazy one.”

Erotic Stories: Erotic stories for Women (erotic age play, erotic interracial bwwm, erotic menage romance,

delivering his gifts, erotic werewolf, erotic for couples, massage near me, eros)

Author: mariano flynn

✓ What if I told you that I wrote this book for you? Yes! for you!

More than 150 stories of sex for adults, taboo, explicit.



Erotic stories for couples, men, women ...

Steamy, romantic, short stories, exhibitionism, regression, domination, gay sex, group sex, exhibitionist, exuberant. Of everything you can imagine !!

Best seller on Amazon! (year 2020)

REVIEW:

Great erotic stories!

It's a great selection of stories to read. I really enjoyed reading these stories written by a new author for you to read. I recommend these stories to everyone who

likes erotic stories....(Scarolet Ellis)

With this HUGE collection of stories you can enjoy hours and hours of passionate pure eroticism !!

Click buy now and go ahead, the party is about to begin!

Taboo MILF

Author: Jack Ryder

Jack was very disappointed when Stacy didn't want to have sex with him on the morning that she was leaving for an 8 day cruise. In the days to come, he is going

to find that he doesn't not know his fiance at all. He will find that she is cheating on him on the cruise. He will find that she has cheated on him the entire time they

have been together.But Stacy's MILF mother will step in to smooth things out with Jack. She will even lead him to new choices.

Side Hustle: First Time Feminization

Author: D.L. Savage

You'll never guess what their side hustle is ...

When college friends Aiden and Greg get in on a brand new side-hustle together, they never would have guessed where it takes them. For Aiden in particuar,

what starts out as a quick money-making scheme turns into something way more unusual, in the end leaving him totally transformed ...

Side Hustle is a fun, flirty Transgender Romance with a twist!

Soul Eater: M/M Fantasy Romance (Monstrous Book 1)

Author: Lily Mayne

Twenty years ago, monsters rose on earth and began a new age of civilization. 

 

 

 

One where humans live in military-controlled, cramped and dirty cities along the coasts, and the majority of the United States is known as the Wastes. A lawless, 

desolate and dangerous place, teeming with monsters that have claimed the land for their own. 

 

 

 

Including Wyn the Soul Eater. 

 

 

 

He appears every three years, making his way across the country and slaughtering humans randomly, sucking them dry until they’re nothing but husks. 

 

 

 

I’ve only been in the military for six months, but now I’m part of a unit tasked with trying to stop and capture him. And when I’m the only soldier out of hundreds 

that the Soul Eater leaves alive, I realise that… something about me has intrigued him. 

 

 

 

But what is it? What could a twenty-three year old guy from the south, with no one and nothing in the world, have possibly done to capture the attention of a death 

monster with horns, blackened fingertips and a face hidden in the dark depths of his hood? 

 

 

 

Soul Eater is the debut novel of Lily Mayne. It is the first in a planned post-apocalyptic fantasy series featuring monsters and human men falling in love.



Warning: This m/m love story contains explicit content and is not suitable for young readers. There are also graphic depictions of torture and violence.

Her Shelter (Angels Halo MC Next Gen Book 6)

Author: Terri Anne Browning

The beautiful, ethereal creature ran across the road on my way home one night. I nearly hit her and ended up wiping out in the process. A little dazed, I ran after

her…

And found her in the woods. Dirty and cold from living on the streets for weeks—but still so breathtaking, I was sure I was dreaming her.

Delaney is deaf, scared, and on the run from her uncle.

But now that I’ve found her, I won’t let anything hurt her ever again.

She makes me feel something I’ve never felt before. This tightness in my chest causes the beast within me to snarl unless she’s beside me. She becomes my

obsession, my reason to get out of bed in the morning. She makes me want to be…better. For her.

I’m never letting this girl go.

No matter who tries to take her from me.

Inevitable: A Hot Wife Story

Author: Matthew Lee

Aaliyah and David have a wonderful and loving marriage. Their high school son, Archie, prepares for college. Although Ali worries about getting older and losing

her appeal, they seem to have all they need.

Then a chance encounter with a bad man sets Ali's heart racing. She begins to wonder if by living her perfect life, she's missed out on some excitement. She

begins to explore and quickly discovers that once you open that door, all manner of things rush in. She finds her quaint life filled with unexpected twists which only

lead to greater complications, the sex growing hotter with every step forward. She knows where all this will lead. It's inevitable.

David loves this new Aaliyah. Not every choice she makes but certainly most. As their sex life improves, he encourages her to go farther, stunned when she

makes the most unexpected choice of all.

Now he finds himself holding on as they careen through life, the twists and turns crazier than ever.

Erotic Romance Steamy Adult-Women Novel: With Explicit Sex: Dark Forbidden Age-Gap Friends To Enemy

Rough Love Stories (Big Sexy Mountain Man & Virgin Pregnancy Filthy Collection Book 4)

Author: Lilly Kelly

A collection of HOT, STEAMY romance novel, novellas and short stories starring hot firefighters who love to protect their property, dark stalkers, and dominant

bosses who loves to be in control.

Snow and the Seven Men: A Fairy Tale Reverse Harem Romance (Seven Ways to Sin Book 1)

Author: Nicole Casey

I never expected to fall in love.

And with not just one man…

But SEVEN filthy rich and hunky…drillers. At least that’s what they told me.

 

 

Sasha Snow 

I was sent to Iceland on behalf of Mirror, Mirror Inc. as a scientist.



Unfortunately, my jealous and evil manager, Queenie was there with me, and she literally turned this magnificent journey into hell. 

The only thing that made me feel better was Hunter Davis, my handsome co-worker, was gonna be there too. 

But what I didn’t know, was that on this isolated island, there lived seven even stronger and sexier men. 

Dan, Graham, Harry, Seth, Bash, Stevie and Jim. 

Rough, rugged, and wild, their bodies were to die for and they were all ready to share. 

The question was: was I ready to handle seven giant…um, drills? 

 

Snow and the Seven Men is a reverse harem romance with a fairy tale twist, with seven protective alpha male. No cheating or cliffhangers, and a

Happily Ever After guaranteed.

Daddy's Angel (Forbidden Reads Book 1)

Author: K.A Knight

I never wanted to need him.

But when my boyfriend cheats on me, I decide to get a little revenge...by sleeping with his father.

Tyler, Mr. Phillips. The silver fox that fills my fantasies and has been off limits… until now. Our one night together turns into more than we could have ever

imagined, but when real life explodes into our torrid romance can we handle what it brings?

Hearts are broken, lives are ruined, but if we can survive the world pulling us apart, we just might have a chance at a happily ever after.

Buckle up daddy, I’m about to be your angel.

Screw you Justin, your dad does it better.

*This book contains dark elements which some readers may find triggering. All characters in this story are over eighteen and all sexual interactions are fully

consensual.*

Kept By The Mountain Man (Montana Mountain Men Book 3)

Author: Gemma Weir

Kind, insistent and refusing to go away, Granger Barnett is one of the most gorgeous men I’ve ever met. I imagine every woman in Rockhead Point wants a taste

of the mountain man. Except me.

When my RV breaks down, he shows up like the good Samaritan ready to save me, only I’m not looking for a hero. But it turns out no isn’t a word Granger hears

that often, especially not from the woman he thinks is meant to be his.

He says it’s fate, I’m confident he’s got the wrong girl

Only apparently the Barnett brothers know how to get their own way. So now I’m staying at his house and he’s talked me into giving him the weekend to convince

me I’m his.

But while I’m planning my great escape, I realize he doesn’t just want the weekend, he wants to keep me forever.

Taboo Family Crusoe: Part Two (A Step Harem Fantasy) (Lost at Sea Book 2)

Author: Nick Storming

Read the kinky castaway story!

Part 2 of 2 in the Taboo Harem Deserted Island Adventure!

The Crusoe family is heading on vacation. All packed and ready to go, when a fight breaks out before his gorgeous stepmom and his dad, causing his father to

stay behind.

Tragedy strikes when their plane crash lands into the sea, and our hero must save the day, again and again. How will the stacked woman of the house reward

such heroics? Will the family be able to survive on a deserted island in nothing but ragged clothing and raging libido's? Find out!

In Part 2 of the story we learn what befalls the Crusoe family in this heated conclusion to the taboo tale.

This is a taboo harem story that sets the scene and builds to a throbbing crescendo!



STRIP (Heavy On The D Book 2)

Author: Stephanie Nicole Norris

Three friends experiencing life’s uncertain changes decide they need relaxation beyond the usual girls’ night out. A friend tells them about, The Den, an upscale

male strip club. They find out the club is a shell of what really lies beneath—and soon, the ladies are venturing into their mind and body’s wildest desires.

This is Patience Addison's story.

Big Bad Wolf (The Lycans, 1)

Author: Jenika Snow

*A top 50 Amazon bestseller.*

I wasn’t human, not completely.

A Lycan—a centuries-old wolf-like creature that was feared by all, stronger than anything on the planet, and who was only ever after one thing. My mate.

For over three hundred years, I had one purpose in life. Find her, the one female born to be mine. My female who’d cause the Linking Instinct—that supernatural

connection that told me she was mine and I hers—to finally take root and make me whole.

And for hundreds of years, I’d been alone, saving myself for my mate, never stopping the search.

Until I scented her, saw her, finally felt my heart beat and the blood rush through my veins with hope and anticipation.

Mine.

She didn’t see me, but she sensed me.

And she ran. She couldn’t possibly know how much the chase turned me on.

I didn’t know how I’d make her understand I could never let her go, that nothing and no one would stop me from making her mine.

Because once a Lycan found his mate… nothing in this world, nothing supernatural or human, could keep him from her.

Continuum

Author: Danielle Allen

Missed opportunities.

Chance encounters.

Instant connections.

Everything happens for a reason.

Life is made of little interconnected moments. Any one decision can completely change the trajectory of your life. Yet somehow, you’ll still end up exactly where

you’re supposed to be.

Or at least, that’s how it happened for Aisha Young.

Continuum: A Second-Chance Erotic Romance

Our Owned Wives 6: The Hotwife Harem Trainer, His Hotwives & Their Husbands

Author: Tinto Selvaggio

In this series finale, the two hotwife couples meet in person for the first time. 

 

Despite Kevin's anxiety about the effects on Evie from being in the company of the more experienced hotwife Rachel, he wants to pick Joe's brains. Try to get 

more reassurance about Evie's continuing affair with alpha male Richmond. Work out how to get Evie's mind and fantasies off Richmond alone, and onto other 

guys too. Especially while they're on vacation. 

 

But Evie has ideas of her own about that. An idea that will shake Kevin the minute he finds out. 

 

Meanwhile, Joe and Rachel have their own issues to deal with. She faces her first humiliating 'Themed' night at Traders while Joe has to decide whether to tell 

her about her Mom and Talbot.



 

And after a first taste of his delightful ex-neighbor and obsession Rachel, voyeuristic Talbot himself is determined to enjoy a whole lot more of her. 

 

And then there's Richmond. 

 

Anyone who thinks he doesn’t have a strategic plan and dark demands of his whole hotwife harem had better think again. 

 

This is a c. 30k+ word ebook novella of hotwife sharing erotica. An adventure, written mostly from the husband’s point of view, it contains explicit descriptions of

sexual action and other activity including submission, voyeurism, bisexual domination, cuckold humiliation, spanking and rough sex. Only mature adults who won’t

find that offensive should read this. 

 

 

Big Sister Love Fest: A Harem Adventure (They're Out of My League Book 3)

Author: Rex Sterling

When a young man’s desires burn as hot as an endless Chicago Summer…

With the busty French beauty Lolly Lyon and the lithe, raven-haired princess Becca at his back, Jack sets his sights on Misha Hart, a golden blonde goddess

who happens to be the girl of his dreams. The smoldering MILF Natalie Hart may provide just the opportunity Jack needs.

A weekend escape to Natalie’s lake house gives Jack the time he needs to make his move on his older brother’s girlfriend.

But it’s not all smooth sailing when Tom Donovan, Jack’s toxic brother, asserts his control over Misha. Misha has a big heart and a penchant for forgiveness.

She’s taken Tom back before will she do it again?

It’s up to Jack to peel Misha away from Tom and add her to his burgeoning harem. To do that Jack gets some sage advice from his grandfather and an assist

from Becca during a hot, midnight swim.

Can Jack keep his cool while his brother melts down? Can Misha finally stand up for herself and kick Tom to the curb?

Big Sister Love Fest is the third installment in a series that follows introverted Jack Donovan on his journey from an inexperienced college boy to the alpha male

of a pack of dream girls.

18+ Only!

I’m Your Daddy Now: 5 Book Box Set

Author: Isabella Starling

Five bestselling, full-length Daddy and age gap novels from USA Today bestselling author Isabella Starling! Now available at a discounted price, for a 

limited time only. 

 

Meet your new obsession - five dominant Daddies are waiting for you. I'm Your Daddy Now is a collection of 5 twisted, dark & delicious novels with age gap 

themes. 

 

Books included are Daddy's Girl (Amazon top 40 bestseller), Teach Me Daddy, His Brat (Amazon top 25 bestseller), His Doll (Amazon top 100 bestseller) and 

His Muse. 



$16.95 to buy the 5 books individually, but only $6.99 for this box set! 

 

Please keep in mind these books are dark romance. If the Daddy/age gap trope doesn't appeal to you, this box set isn't for you!

Love in Sight: A Dark Reverse Harem Romance

Author: Denver Rose

My name is Lya Vanderhall, and I should be on top of the world right now. I have a successful tech company with three gorgeous men by my side: Zep

Cunningham, Thiago Alves, and Rian Priestly. But two things stand in my way.

The tall, dark, and handsome, Greyson Nash, is slowly working his way into my heart. You would think with three men I wouldn’t fall for his charms. Apparently

not.

Not to mention, threats are coming from all angles as I search for my twin sister Lainey. She was taken away from me when we were only twelve years old. I will

do anything to find her.

I hope I can find the answers I’m looking for before it’s too late…

Love in Sight is a standalone, but Lainey's story will continue in Love Triggered.

ATTN Readers: This book is best read by going in blind, but you should be warned that there may or may not be a typical HEA.

WARNING: this book may contain triggering content such as: explicit sexual conduct, violence, foul language, and content pertaining to human trafficking.

STIFF (Heavy On The D Book 1)

Author: Stephanie Nicole Norris

Three friends experiencing life’s uncertain changes decide they need relaxation beyond the usual girls’ night out. A friend tells them about, The Den, an upscale

male strip club. They find out the club is a shell of what really lies beneath—and soon, the ladies are venturing into their mind and body’s wildest desires.

This is Asia McClendon's story.

Allure of Oartheca: Book One of the Oarthecan Star Saga

Author: James Siewert

An unexpected romance. A space-heist gone wrong. A galactic catastrophe in the making.

Meet Rowland Hale: cyber-thief and captain of the Luck of the Draw, except his luck's just run out. A sure-fire bet backfires and now his crew's life is on the line

as he faces first contact with two warring alien species locked in a death match to the end.

Meet Toar Grithrawrscion: A big ol' bear of a man, his tough exterior conceals a bruised soul. He had it all once - a family, a naval career, the accolades of his

people - but that's all been ripped away. Much like his home world, he is wounded, but he refuses to be beaten.

When fate brings these two men together, they face challenges not just from without, but from deep within: an Allure that dare not be risked, but cannot be

refused. If they give in, they fail - if they give up, they fail - and the fate of the galaxy hangs in the balance.

In Allure of Oartheca, Book 1 of the Oarthecan Star Saga, James Siewert brings us an epic 188k word love-song to the science fiction genre, and a new twist on

m/m romance: high adventure, deadly, universe-altering peril, masterly world-building, with compelling and memorable characters in the furthest reaches of

unexplored space. He takes us to vivid new worlds, and introduces heroes from very different backgrounds, each wrestling in very different ways with the

universal question of what it is to be a man amongst the stars.

Join the adventure in Allure of Oartheca, and discover how hatred and war are not the only ways to destruction.

*****5 stars***** "Author James Siewert tells a truly epic adventure in this meticulously crafted and gorgeously penned space opera, delivering emotional

hardship, thrilling high-octane action, danger around every corner, and steamy romance in its more mature scenes. For anyone seeking an accurately

represented presence of LGBTQIA+ in their science fiction, you need to look no further than the authentic and non-gimmicky presence of Siewert’s characters,

who are beautifully drawn, realistically damaged by their difficult lives, and very admirable for what the plot puts them through and how they rise to each

challenge." - K.C. Finn, Readers' Favorite Review

Advisory: this book contains scenes of explicit male/male romance, sex and sexuality, is recommended only for readers ages 18+.



Best Women's Erotica of the Year (Best Women's Erotica Series Book 6)

Author: Rachel Kramer Bussel

If you’re looking for your next sexy read, Best Women’s Erotica of the Year, Volume 6 is sure to heat things up. These twenty adventure-themed stories will take

you around the globe as you meet characters eager to indulge their sensual sides.

From competing on a reality show and getting “Inked on My Skin” by an extremely sexy tattoo artist to exploring a “Cabinet of Curiosities,” these characters say

"yes" to their most daring desires. Whether a single mom having a hot vacation fling, a vegetarian lusting after a hunky butcher, a couple visiting a kinky escape

room, or a divorcee hitting up a motorcycle club and going on an “Easy Ride,” these erotic tales bare all. Women who’ve been told they’re “too much,” by an ex or

the world, discover the joy of asking for more and more and more—and getting it.

Enjoy women’s sexual fantasies come to life, from fetishes to kinks to a very arousing way to use an instruction manual. With stories by popular erotic romance

authors Shelly Bell, Zoey Castile, Jeanette Grey, Mia Hopkins, Katrina Jackson, Elizabeth SaFleur, Naima Simone, Olivia Waite, and Elia Winters, and

newcomers to the genre, the latest volume of pansexual sex tales in this bestselling series will make your heart race with excitement.

Tricked: An Abduction Fantasy

Author: Claire Thompson

She dreams of a dark Master who claims her as his captive... Until the fantasy becomes all too real...

Callie is an innocent, her head filled with submissive ideas of a strong, sexy guy taking full control. When she connects online with a kindred spirit on an

adults-only chat site, she shares all her secret abduction fantasies. They agree to meet for dinner, but when Callie arrives, it’s not her new friend, Diana, who is

waiting for her, but the dark, sexy Master of her dreams… or is he her worst nightmare?

Warning: this Dark Obsessions novel is an edgy captive tale. This is NOT a romance. Read only if you dare...

Her Fertile Futa Mix-Up: A Fruitful Futa-on-Female Surprise

Author: Madeline Dusk

With her start-up company bought out and Abi away at college, Melissa finds herself at a loose end as she rattles around her empty nest. Since her divorce ten

years ago, she'd been busy every minute, but now she has nothing to do but putter and console her neighbor Sheila as her marriage dissolves.

But everything changes when she finds a bottle of pills in a small wash bag hidden under Abi's bed. The label says aspirin but, hung over after too many

margaritas with Sheila, Melissa learns the long, thick and hard way that labels can be deceiving. To handle the demands of the enormous and insatiable surprise

that bursts out between her thighs, Melissa must resort to measures she'd usually never dream of...

And Melissa has another problem. Now that she knows what the pills are and what they can do, temptation is everywhere... especially with Sheila looking to make

her ex jealous... or when Melissa's eighteen-year-old neighbor Sydney turns to her for help, soaking wet and freezing from a sudden rainstorm, and in desperate

need of being thoroughly warmed up...

Now things are getting complicated! Sydney's belly is swelling... and she might not be the only one! Can Melissa untangle her messy situation? And how will she

explain to Abi what happened to all those pills?

Don't Tell Me No

Author: Honey Chanel

All debts must be paid. No matter the cost... 

 

Raya White was payment for her husband’s crimes. The thief had pawned her off to his billionaire boss to pay back the money he had embezzled. Unknowingly, 

she was an accomplice, living off the false wealth she’d thought he’d earned. 

 

Backed into a corner, she has no choice but to submit to pay the debt. 

 

The word ‘no’ was no longer able to be in her vocabulary. 

 

What started out as a sentence, turned into so much more. 

 

She fell for the woman. 



Craved her. 

 

Now she doesn’t want to leave. 

Love At First Disaster (Love Comes First Book 5)

Author: Olivia T. Turner

What a crap day.

I lost my audition, my brothers ditched me, and now, I'm stuck in an elevator with a stranger.

Although, it's not all bad.

If I had to be stuck in here with someone, I'm glad it's him.

Jack Cavill.

Rich powerful CEO. The kind of man who takes what he wants.

And right now, he's looking at me like I'm the next mountain he wants to conquer.

Maybe I shouldn't be so eager to get out of this broken elevator.

This might be just what I need...

Someone tell the fire department this was a false alarm.

Because even though this elevator isn't moving, things are about to go down...

It only takes one disaster for Brooke Cline to fall in love with the obsessive alpha she's stuck with in this hot Over-The-Top romance. SAFE, no cheating, and a

sweet HEA that will have you grinning and blushing! Enjoy!

Road Demons MC: Book 1 Kellan

Author: T.L. Drake

Falling for a Road Demon can only lead to Hell.

KELLAN

As the Road Demon’s VP, this club is my life. I’m loyal to my MC family, and they’re the only thing that matters to me. Until I decide to play hero to a damsel in

distress. Normally, I’d use my charm to convince her to take me for a ride. But the moment I see Jenna, something about her calls to something in me. With all

her secrets, she’s a complication I don’t need, but everything in me shouts with a primal urge to protect her.

JENNA

A woman on the run isn’t supposed to make pitstops, let alone consider putting down roots. I know the only way to stay safe is to keep moving. I can’t afford to let

anyone get close to me. It’s too dangerous for me and them, but I can’t fight it. I’m drawn to this biker and the members of his club. They prove that family isn’t

always about blood.

Can Kellan save her from the demons chasing her? Can Jenna peel away the Road Demon’s tough exterior and show him love does exist?

If you love bad bikers who drop the F bomb A LOT then you'll love the men of the Road Demons MC. Hang on tight, it's going to be a bumpy ride.

Introducing April: A Hotwife Beginning (Corrupting April Book 1)

Author: Arnica Butler

Thomas is an average guy hitting far above his weight with a glorious, raven-haired, blue-eyed wife. Sure, he has some fantasies about her, but he knows when

he has a good thing, and he knows not to screw it up. April is beautiful and sweet, and definitely not "that kind of girl."

But Thomas is in for a surprise when he meets April's oldest and dearest friend. She's wild, sexual, and sexy... and intrigued by the idea of converting April's

prudish ways. And she has a friend who specializes in introducing "girls like April" to new... ideas.

All that remains is to find out what April is really like, deep - deep - down inside.

The Devil's Bride: Revised Edition (The Underground Royalty Series Book 1)

Author: Key Kirita

He leaned down, taking my chin in his hand, forcing me to look up into his blood-red eyes. His fangs were showing, dripping with the blood of my boyfriend who 

lay on the ground, lifeless."You are mine, Bast. You'd do well to remember that." He purred, as he licked the blood off his lips. "No other man make take your 

innocence, but me." he said, looking down at my nearly naked form, the lust in his eyes making me squirm."Yes, Damien." I whispered in response, covering



myself in the sheet, and looking over at the body of Jacob with a whimper. 

______________________________________________ 

My name is Bast, I'm seventeen years old, soon to be eighteen. When I was twelve, my parents sold me to the devil. On my eighteenth birthday, he will come

back for me.

Submit: Lesson Four (Master Class Book 4)

Author: Raven Jayne

I’m determined to make M proud.

To earn the pearls he gave me.

He left me three boxes.

One for each test I’ll have to pass.

Except I can’t study for these.

All I have to do is everything they say...

Book four of ten in Master Class.

Promoting April (Corrupting April Book 2)

Author: Arnica Butler

Thomas's wife April dipped more than just her toe into the hotwife lifestyle in "Introducing April," and now she's going to get an offer from one of Lilith's clients

that's hard to believe, and hard to refuse.

Thomas has a chance to get his wildest fantasies enacted... but will April slip out of his control if they take things this far?

Bimbo Wife - Happy Harem

Author: Nadia Nightside

“Everyone should kneel before You, Sir. You’re so important. I want them all to do what You say.”

Eliana has had her brain completely reformatted to her Husband’s will, and she knows it, and most importantly—she loves it. She’s nothing more than a pretty

trophy wife with a brain stuffed full of His Will, and it makes her delightfully happy. Nothing is better in her mind than being an obedient, beautiful servant

who aches to breed and rut and drop to her knees at a moment’s notice for her Man’s every last erotic desire. Well—one thing might be better: if every other

beautiful babe in town was doing the same thing! So of course, Eliana sets out to make exactly that happen, and there’s not a moment to lose. If she doesn’t

manage to corrupt and control every other woman in town for her Man’s pleasure, then he’ll lose his status as a Controller in the town of Bimboville, and might

even lose ownership of Eliana herself!

Claiming the Cleanfreak

Author: Daniel May

Opposites don’t attract, but Isaac is still going to get what’s his.

Isaac is a class A shitheel with only three things on his mind: his next vape break, his next paycheck, and a just-for-fun feud with fun-police coworker, Atticus.

Atticus is a surface level stick-in-the-mud. Cleancut and built, he's never found without hand sanitizer or a scowl. He hates three things: a disorganized

workspace, germs of any kind, and Isaac.

The two exist on the verge of Atticus’s fist down Isaac’s throat at all times, until one day, Isaac discovers a secret: Atticus’s pierced nipples. Something clicks in

his head, and Isaac goes from zero to a hundred. Obsessed. He has to have Atticus — whether or not the big guy is on board with this budding romance.

Things move fast, but Isaac isn't happy just to get him in bed. He needs to own Atticus body and soul — and doing so requires confronting Atticus’s germophobia,

by making him more scared of the person who loves him than he is of a dirty floor.

At 34k, Claiming the Cleanfreak starts as a bully romance which becomes much darker. It contains very rough and explicit scenes. Further warnings inside.

Knocked Up by the Rock Star: A Brother's Best Friend Rockstar Romance

Author: Penelope Wylde



His music feeds her soul, but his hands and lips claim everything else.

Being a rock star I'm promised pretty much everything I want—money, mansions, and luxurious cars.

But having my best friend's little sister move in with me…no thank you. It's bad enough I think she's gorgeous, talented and rocks the sweetest paid of killer legs.

Put her under the same roof and what comes next is only inevitable. I'll claim her in every way a man can take a woman.

My dark secret? I crave to know the taste of her lips on mine, the feel of her silky skin under my touch.

She whispers her tight little virgin body is hungry. And now that she lives under my roof, her breathy moans and sweet sighs are proving hard to resist. So I don't.

But my temptress is hiding a secret. One that might keep us apart forever. I need her to trust me, but how do I show her I'm more than my stage persona and that

I'm ready for what comes after the moment she steals this rock star's heart?

Author's Naughty Note: Scorching hot, smutty and so so steamy! Grab yourself a cool one because it's about to get hot!

You Are Mine (The Lycans, 2)

Author: Jenika Snow

*A top 100 Amazon bestseller.*

Luca I'd lost my mind, was more animal than man. More crazed than sane. And all because I hadn't found my mate, that one female born to be mine and mine

alone.

As an over four-hundred-year-old Lycan, a supernatural being who was able to shift from human to my inner wolf, my kind was known as fearsome beasts with

unimaginable power. All feared us, and rightfully so.

I had given up hope of ever finding my mate and because of that had let my inner beast reign supreme, control me. I was far more rabid than anything else.

But then it happened. I saw her, my halfling mate. Part Lycan. Part vampire. She was perfect and made just for me.

I craved her like no other, and I'd have her as mine no matter what.

For there was nothing more dangerous than a male of the Otherworld finding his mate and keeping her close.

But she had protectors, brothers and a father who saw me for the beast I was, and were ready to go to war with me... to keep her from me.

I'd been waiting my entire life for her, and they'd soon realize I'd level anything and anyone who thought to stand in the way of claiming my prize, no matter the

consequences or repercussions.

Finding Her Luck (An Orki War Bride Tale Book 1)

Author: Isoellen

When raiders steal Corrin and the other village women away from their homes, the future looks grim.

None of them expect an ancient race of warriors called the Orki to murder the raiders and take the women for their own.

Only Corrin would have the poor fortune to be kidnapped twice in one day.

Now, the leader of the brutish aliens has chosen her to be his ‘redress’, whatever that means.

With Corrin’s cursed luck, it can’t be anything good.

She should be angry. She should be scared. Instead, what Corrin starts to feel for the Orki is something else entirely.

Something dangerous and forbidden.

Could this infuriating male be the thing that finally changes Corrin’s luck for the better?

~*~*~

This is a fantasy story featuring scenes with intimate interactions and power exchange, with orc-like aliens set in a world ruled by violence. If you like tame

romances, this story is not for you. Please read responsibly.



Daddy's Sexy Brat (Daddy's Brat Series Book 1)

Author: Rogue London

It isn’t every day a gorgeous woman faints just at the sight of me. But the second our eyes locked, down she went. And now that I have her in my arms, I’m not

letting her go any time soon.

Because naughty girls who sneak into my bar with fake IDs don’t just get sent home with a pat on the head. Especially when they look like Maddox Sullivan.

No, I have other plans for my little lawbreaker. This sexy brat may be too young to drink, but she’s perfectly legal for what Daddy has in mind…

Explicit Erotic Sex Stories: 100+ Adult, Taboo and Bedtime Sex Stories Collection

Author: Christina M. Williams

Explicit Erotic Sex Stories Collection of taboo, adult, dirty Sexy Hot Short Stories

Road Trip

Author: Electa Rome Parks

Remember the old adage, what happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas? This time around it is, what happens on the road trip stays on the road trip. Meet Arlington

Harper and Delilah Jackson, two middle-aged, beautiful, recently divorced good friends, attempting to pick up the pieces of their shattered lives, together.

End of the Road Arlington is a bestselling novelist. After spiraling into a depression after her recent divorce, dealing with an ex-husband who is still trying to

control her life and writer’s block all at the same time, Arlington finds herself on an impromptu road trip in a rural town, where she finds herself caught up in

proposition that she only writes about in her novels.

Saint City Divorced Delilah is a smart, streetwise police officer, soon-to-be detective, who has simply given up on love and men. If love comes her way, she is

running in the opposite direction. From as far as she can throw them, Delilah no longer trusts men. After agreeing to a New Orleans road trip with her sister and

friends, Dee meets a sexy, mysterious man. But by the time she discovers his dark past, she is already tiptoeing on the verge of something that resembles love.

Arlington and Delilah learn that sometimes an unexpected, erotic and adventurous road trip is just what the doctor ordered! Hold on tight for a wild ride.

How to Love

Author: Kade Boehme

Life comes at Adam fast when his Knight in Shining Timbs is full of surprises. Maybe they'll find their happy-ever-after if Adam will let himself not

freak out long enough to let Tommy Show him How to Love.

Adam Wright loves his city, his job, his close friends, and is content with his single status. But his unrequited crush on his sometimes drinking buddy, the

seemingly straight Tommy, is shaking his ability to maintain the status quo.

Even if Adam doesn't want to admit it, his walls aren't as high where Tommy is concerned. Tommy is older, more outwardly confident, and full of surprises—not

the least of which is the night when drinks lead to proof Adam's crush isn't so unrequited.

As they navigate Adam's anxiety and Tommy's own insecurities, their fairy tale may just have the happy ending they both needed time to realize they deserve.

*revised, re-edited re-release of formerly titled Ferry-Tale, with 15,000 new words*

Without Choice: Dark Romance (The Divinity Series Book 1)

Author: Elizabeth Andrews

After being away for a year, Aphrodite is anxious to be back home. She thought she’d be able to share her experience in London with her best friend via phone. 

But she never received a single response from Adonis while she was gone. Finally back and able to confront him, things don’t go quite the way she planned. 

Everything about the person she grew up with is completely different and just like everyone else, it was hard for Aphrodite to resist Adonis’ new persona. They 

tried hard to start their friendship over and continue being best friends. Although they were able to, unexpected sparks flew between them. Before anything could 

continue for them, Adonis has a deep, dark secret to confess to Aphrodite. Will she be able to accept Adonis’ new lifestyle? 

 

This book is New Adult.



It has lots of twist, turns and also cliches. 

There will be a few steamy scenes that will make you blush. 

The ending will leave you wanting more... 

 

 

 

Revealing Cruise

Author: Jack Ryder

As Jack waited on the dock to catch the 15 day cruise to Honolulu with his girlfriend Jewel, he had no earthly idea that it would be her twin sister Jules who would

show up to accompany him on the cruise. Jack has no idea yet that Jewel has dumped to take a vacation with her new rich boyfriend Thomas. Jack could never

dream that he would return from Hawaii a happily married man.

Judah: a short (Lavendale Book 3)

Author: Aubree Pynn

The Hills may have the Monarchs and Prophets, but Lavendale is the home of the Knights and their queens.

Knocked Up by the Best Friend

Author: Mayra Statham

She’s my best friend and the woman of every fantasy I have ever had since I laid eyes on her. She’s the one for me. And she is completely clueless about my

feelings for her.

Until one passionate night blurs our boundaries and she becomes mine.

Yet she acts like nothing happened.

They say friendship is the best foundation for a solid relationship. And we have that in spades. I just have to convince her of that.

Come on and dive into this friends-to-lovers romance where a toe-curling happily ever after is more than guaranteed!

Wicked in Wranglers

Author: BA Tortuga

When Terry DeWitt heads to one of his favorite hole in the wall bars in Vegas, he’s riding high from a great season of bull riding. Which is a huge reason it’s such

a shock when he runs into Matt Stephenson there, signing autographs on some kind of beefcake calendar. Matt is his one that got away, more like the one who

ran away from all the things Terry wanted to do with him, and while Terry is on top of the world, it looks like Matt has hit rock bottom.

After a life-changing injury ended his bull riding career, Matt did his best to leave that whole world behind and make the best of what he had left. He’s been living

in his truck and making money off his good looks, and when he sees Terry again, he decides one night will be enough to show him what he missed all those

years ago when he was afraid to let Terry love him like they both needed.

One night is never enough, though, and when Terry takes Matt home with him, they have to decide how this new relationship will work, how to get Matt out from

under a bad boss, and just how wicked they can be while still making a life together.

The New Sex Book of Guide & The New Manual for Sexual Bible Love

Author: Brown Baines

About This Book 

 

We plan to show you exact item data. Producers, providers and others give what you see here, and we have not confirmed it. See our disclaimer 



The New Sex Book of scriptures is the finished sweetheart's manual for everything sexual, with an equilibrium of science and account, hypothesis and hair raising

practice. 

 

While the mechanics of sex remain generally something similar, our insight and mentality towards it moves like clockwork dependent on mainstream society. Until

as of late, crimp and toys were viewed as degenerate periphery. Turning 50 used to mean the finish of sex, yet today People born after WW2 are better and more

physically dynamic than any other time! Besides, new exploration has yielded more data on sexual excitement and climaxes than any other time. 

 

The New Sex Book of scriptures is an extensive preliminary to each part of sex, just as how to get it and give it great. This is your opportunity to get hot, modern

data with strong new takes on center classes like oral, climaxes, and intercourse. Also some additional segments with somewhat of an edge; you'll perceive how

to pull off fiery new positions and put challenging turns on works of art. 

 

The New Sex Book of scriptures is the finished sweetheart's manual for everything sexual, with an equilibrium of science and tale, hypothesis and hair raising

practice. 

 

While the mechanics of sex remain generally something very similar, our insight and disposition towards it moves at regular intervals dependent on mainstream

society. Until as of late, crimp and toys were viewed as degenerate periphery. Turning 50 used to mean the finish of sex,but today Children of post war America

are better and more physically dynamic than any other time! Furthermore, new examination has yielded more data on sexual excitement and climaxes than any

other time. 

 

The New Sex Book of scriptures is an exhaustive groundwork to each part of sex, just as how to get it and give it great. This is your opportunity to get hot,

cutting-edge data with strong new takes on center classifications like oral, climaxes, and intercourse. Also some additional areas with somewhat of an edge; you'll

perceive how to pull off fiery new positions and put challenging turns on works of art. 

 

The Lust Boat (Lothario Book 1)

Author: Roz Lee

When her fiancé called off the wedding and told her he’d had better sex with a blow-up doll, Candace traded in her honeymoon cruise for a week on the Lothario,

the most notorious ship to ever sail the high seas. Little does she know that Ryan, the sexy guy who offered to be her escort as she samples all the ship has to

offer, is really Ryan Callahan, the ship’s playboy owner.

Ryan Callahan is single, rich, and considered quite the catch. Two years ago he and his business partner launched the Lothario, a floating den of iniquity where

passengers can indulge their every sexual fantasy, but since the ship docked following its maiden cruise, Ryan has been so scarce he’s earned the nickname,

Monk, until sweet, naïve Candace coaxes him out of his tower, heats his blood, and steals his heart. But will she still want him when she finds out who he really

is?

Moon-Kissed: Within the Darkness

Author: Amelia Hutchins

Alexandria Helios is on a mission to find her brother. Landon disappeared on his quest to find the Sacred Library that holds the cure to the moon sickness

affecting their people. There is one problem. Her journey will take her through the Kingdom of Night and directly into Torrin’s path as the head of the Night King’s

army. He’s egotistical, sexy, sin incarnate, and everything she knows she shouldn’t want, but his whispered promise of dark desires awakens something deep

within her that makes him hard to resist.

Torrin didn’t expect the lead assassin of the Moon Clan to walk into his trap. Alexandria has ignited something within him he thought was gone, and he knows he

shouldn’t crave her, but he does. She’s a fire in a world of ice, bathed in blood and moonlight that calls to the darkness within him.

Secrets are unraveling as both are tossed into a ploy that neither is destined to survive. Can they find common ground and work together to defeat the darkness?

Or will the world come crashing down around them as they tear each other apart?

Control: Savage Security Book 3: A BWWM Bodyguard Romance

Author: Jailaa West

Aiden Savage has always run Savage Security with a ruthless control. But now his company has been infiltrated by a clever industrial spy. A spy intent on

destroying everything he’s built. When all signs point to Daysha, his treasured assistant, she quits. Stunning him. Does she really think he will just let her go? Now

he’s got two weeks, to use all of his resources, his skills, and his heart, to save the two things that matter the most.

Revenge is Best Served on a Warm, Naked Body



Author: Robert Lubrican

Bobby Martin raised a little hell in high school, like taking an up-skirt picture of the principal's wife, under the bleachers during a game. And then selling them.

Naturally, the principal hated him with a passion. But the principal was breaking some rules, too, and when his wife found out about it she wanted revenge. Who

better to get it with than her husband's arch nemesis?

She didn't intend to develop feelings for the young man she was using to get her revenge. She never anticipated she'd fall in love with him. And, while her

revenge was still on the table, those feelings changed everything. Her plan worked. She got her revenge, and so much more.

Knocked Up by the Russian: An Accidental Pregnancy Romance

Author: Lena Lucas

Ivan had been a foreign exchange student who’d stayed with us three years ago. And I'd instantly been attracted to him. That innocent desire had changed and

shifted to something deeper, more meaningful… more obscene.

Now three years later, I am wildly in love with him. And when I find myself alone with him, and after consuming one too many drinks, I throw caution to the wind

and just give in to my feelings. But I get the shock of my life when Ivan is all about reciprocating… in every single filthy way.

But this isn’t just a one-night fling, apparently, because Ivan refuses to let me go. I’m his, and that’s fine by me.

And when I find myself pregnant by my big, burly Russian, I’m afraid things will deteriorate by the sudden reality of our future.

When I reveal the biggest surprise we will probably ever have, will Ivan back out, or will he be ready for the biggest ride of our lives?

Lena's note: I know you like them fast and right to the point so don’t worry, this one gives you all the goods with Double V goodness, a hero with a delicious

Russian accent, and all the romantic filth to whet your appetite! Enjoy this good old-fashioned safe smut-fest.

Bite Me, Daddy (Littles of the Night Book 2)

Author: A. Little

My sweet has moved in with me, but our bond is still not complete. 

I'm trying very hard to be patient. He's new to this world and is only now fully exploring his dream of being Little. But I have appetites I'm used to whetting, and

every instinct I have is urging me to plunge into his warm body with both my cock and fangs. I can't though, as I amde a promise to both him and myself. I'd wait

until he was one hundred percent ready and asked me to Claim and Turn him.

As we snuggle, and kiss, and I fondle his delectable Little self, I can't help but yearn to hear those three Little words from me beloved- "Bite Me, Daddy".

the love infinite mixtape (the HOUSE mixtapes Book 3)

Author: Alexandria House

fervent.

incontrovertible.

imperishable.

a love infinite

This is a brief collection of erotic scenes which also includes two short stories previously available for free online. If erotic content and short stories are not your

cup of tea, this experience is not for you.

Never Gonna Give You Up: Body Possession

Author: M Wills

A woman who can switch her mind into other bodies uses her ability to stalk her ex's new girlfriend and steal her life. 

 

Ariana is a body hopper, flitting from body to body, possessing them utterly but without being able to access their memories. When she hops out, the host is left 

with no memory, only a blank spot and some lost time. 

 

Ariana uses her abilities to please her lover, Logan, taking whoever she thinks he desires and letting him do whatever he wants with her exotic new bodies. All is 

going well until the day Logan breaks up with her.



 

But Ariana refuses to let him go. 

 

She stalks him through a succession of bodies, determined to get back together with him. Her only hope at happiness is to possess the body of Logan's long-time

friend and crush, Penny. But Ariana can't just hop her; she has to observe Penny, mimic her so completely that Logan will never realize when Ariana finally slips

inside her forever. But first, there's the little matter of Penny's boyfriend. 

 

It's going to be fun taking over Penny's life, but it's going to be even more fun ruining it. 

 

This 11,000+ word story contains FtF and FtM body possession, and explicit erotic scenes.

Naked Accident

Author: Josie Myer

The first thing Silvia does when she gets home is strip out of her uncomfortable restraining clothes. It’s normal for a woman to want to feel free when getting

comfortable. It’s not as though she’s walking around naked, but the sight of her discarded panties on the floor more than disturbs the man of the house. When a

girl walks around completely bare underneath her skirt, all sorts of accidents can happen. When those accidents turn into orgasms, it’s hard to stop and not crave

more. Even when Silvia is treated to a shopping spree to replace what she’d lost, more accidents ensue. If Silvia isn't careful, her Naked Accidents will leave her

with more than intense pleasure and mind-blowing orgasms.

Content Warning: This is a sexy Taboo Erotic Tale. Look to find many hot graphic sexual encounters. HEA Taboo Romance Erotica with a Daddy kink. This book

is for mature audiences ages 18+ only.

Nightstand Desires: Erotic Short Stories told from the Imagination

Author: J.R. Ryder

Let the Literary Seduction of these 13 short stories stimulate your passion and tease your desires. The variety of fantasies told in this book is sure to seduce the

mind in hopes of starting your night, morning, or even your afternoon off right. “Nightstand Desires'' was written just for that, your nightstand! This Adult Nighttime

Naughty StoryBook is perfect for you to get lost in these descriptive tales that are told in both Male and Female points of view. Live out that Office crush you have

at work. Relive that fantasy of the hot Realtor that showed you a house or explore that revenge fuck you have been wanting to have and more. So get comfy,

grab your partner, a friend or a toy and enjoy this journey through literary passion.
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